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D
iscussions on lhis 
question reflect a 
curious ambivalence. 
The one - a-rgument 
implies that, given the 
set of circumstances 

b•~i;inning to impinge on the Squtl1.Af.!"i_c.~nregime, .'.'.De--K-lerk 
had 110 choice but lo do wh_~_t__be did". The other argument 
i1nplies th;il De Klerk cnught everybody (perhnps even himself) 
by :a1rprise. 

l3olh positions cannot be true; the one thing about the 
in•~vitable is its lack of surprise. The obvious point is that there 
is nothing inevitable about the transition in South Africa - it 
came about, or was precipitated, by deliberate political choice. • 

This implies two things: the regime was in a position to 
rx.•·! rcisc a choice, and its leadership preferred to exercise this 
option in favour of transition . One cm, nvoid n wholl' host of 
deterministic fallacies about the "strategic", "final" or 
"inevitable" contribution of a particular cause of transition if 
thi :; simple fact is kepl in mind . 

!n other Wl'rds, given the same set of circumstances 
confronting I' W Botha nnd F W de Klerk and given the risks 
involved in making a choice in favour of transition, the one 
rnlc::ul.ited these risks differently from the other. In this sense, 
,,, ,~: _;r,.1:.Jol't<1ntly so, one of the "causes" of transition must be in 
thi! differences between the psychological predisposition, 
intd lir,ence and leadership style oi Botha and De Klerk. 

O f course, neither was an entirely free agent. Individual 
cl·,;inKlerblics play an imporlnnt roll' in making a decision, bul 
tli t· decision itself is shaped by social, econmnic anti political 
fa ;:!l)rs beyond the control of those who exercise the choice. One 
of the most important factors influencing De Klerk's choice was 
the pol;tic.il legncy Botha left him. 

THE LEGACY OF PW BOTHA 

Tlw Hotha decade, from 1979 to 1989, was also the decade of 
"1dorm". Reform was the regime's attempt to respond to the 
irk ological collapse of apartheid/separate development due to 
the undermining of its goals by unfolding social, economic and 
politic.ii developments in and outside South Africa. 

The National Party (NP) that De Klerk inherited from Botha 
mi h .-,d !,)sl: it:; sense of ideological purpose, its unity and soligarity 
•ft a11d its role in executive government.· The governing 
~ cr. tablishmenl under 13ot"ha had alienated the intellectual, 
·.;t cqltural and spiritual leadership of the Afrikaners as well as 
~f' their growing economic elitf!. More and more the regime fell 
·,Ii back on security and authoritarian control to maintain .stability. ,·~1~ 
,;p Uotha r..icrificed the hallowed NP goal of partition with the 
~11 cunstitution;il shift lo tri-camcralism. This nol only highligh,cd 

i li1c untenable constitutional position of the black majority, but 
precipi iakd the breakaway of the right wing from the NP, thus 
finillly destroying unity. . 

Botha also sacrificed Afrikaner NP civilian control over 
politil·al decision-making by using presidential executive 
,,uthority lo bypass not only parliament but the NP caucus and 
party as well. More and more decisions about running the 
country were vested in the Stale Security Council. 

The ideological juslifica tion for these reforms was a seli
fulfi I ling and t;iulological "total onslaught'' ideology that 

necessitated n "lotnl strategy" . One of the exlrnordinary 
consequences of a total strategy ideology was that it further 
undermined the goal of constitutional partition, for it was the 
first non-racial encompassing or inclusivist ideology put 
forward by the NP. Botha never considNed the option of 
partitioning the "onslaught" into 13 types with 13 "total 
strategies" to meet them. 

The political consequences of these "reforms" was that ;ii the 
end of tlw Bothn decade, the idea lh;il South Africa was going to 
become one country with one constitution .ind one citizenship 
had become unshakeable conventional wisdom in international, 
regiu"nai and (wilh the exception of the while right) domestic 
politics. Uotha believed that this had to be done by maintaining 
white control over the political system but with co-opted 
participation of previously excluded groups. 

The logicnl implication of this was an C'Xlcnsion of repressive 
control over those who would not comply. Consequently, De 
Klerk inherited a deadlocked situation in which maintaining an 
inconclusive cycle of repression - reform - reaction - reaction -
revolt - repression was one option. Brcak_i!}g out of it wns lhc 
olhcr. De Kle rk chose lo break 11ul. 

An important consequence of thi s choice was Iii.ii white 
control would have to be sacrificed . In nccepting this 
consequence De Klerk , for the first time since U11ion, 
precipitated serious movement·aw;iy from white minorily 
domination in South Africa. 

But, it could be argued, why did he not reconstitute the Nl' by 
healing the break to the right, re-establishing NI' civilian rnnlrol 
;ind re-affirming p;irlilioll as the only vi;iblt' conslillllinnal 
model for resolving the problem of white minority do1i1in.:ilit111? 
In other words, why did he nol do wlwt the right wing currently 
insists has lo be done? 

For De Kll'rk to h;ivc Jone this would 
have been to ignnre the very prcssurl':
which persuaded Botha to "reform" in 

the first place, and which prevented De Klerk (leaving aside the 
possibility of personnl ambition) from joining thr: bre;iknway 
right when Dolha began to reform. 11 is among lhese pressures 
that we have lo look for the other c.mses of transition. 

lf we mnkc "transition away from white minority 
dominntion" the dcpend;inl varinblP - that which has lo be 
explained •- then it is useful to distingui:;h between different 
rntegories of independent vari;ibles, or possible caw,es. I prefer_ 
to distinguish between external and internal pres:mr~s Qt\ _5oµth 
Africa and planned and unplanned pressures. 

External pressures obviously refer lo factors that have a direct 
bearing on the nature and extent of transition and that can be 
localed outsk:e the boundaries of South Africa, whereas internal 
ones can be localed inside the counlrv. 

The distinction between pl.inned and 1111planne_cl_ _ p~_e_:!_~u_res 
refers-·ufrect :y lo the presence, or absence, of an identifiable 
actor or agent Lhat desires to bring about or to prevent trans!t!on 
in South Africa. Unplanned pressures for change or lrans1t10n 
are extremely important it; the sense that although no particular 
agent with the intention of effecting transition can be idcnli!ied, 
the response of the regime to these prer.sures lrns a <llfect 
relationship to transition. 

13y deliberately focusing on internal presmrcs for transition 
first, I wish lo cmphasisi: the fundamental v•int th.ii the nature, 
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<?xtent and outcome of transition in South Africa will be 
determined primarily by the internal dynamics of our situation 
;ind not by external pressures. 

Without proper research (and perhaps even with it), it is 
impossible to determine the relative importance of each factor in 
relation to the other in being responsible for a probable 
outcome. It never fails to amaze me, however, with what ease 
propagandists can isolate a single factor - for instance sanctions, 
· r Thatcher, or "the market" - and present it with dogmatic 
confidence as the "explanation" for a wide variety of 
consequences. 

An additional reason for emphasising 
the primacy of internal pressures is 
that the situation in South Africa is not 

comp,uable to the transitions in Zimbabwe and Namibia where 
external a~encies played a key role in the process. South Africa's 
11lll'r11alio11al sl;itus pn•cl11d1·s ;111 "a,·n•plahl1.•" 1:Xt(•nrnl a1~L•11l, 
~ul'11 as lhl• Co1111111111wPallh or th,· UnilPd Nalions, fro111 
d eliberately prccipil,1ting anJ implcmenling a formula for 
trnnsition, such as Lancaster House or Resolution 435. 

UNPLANNED INTERNAL PRESSURES 
Some of the unplanned internal pressures for transition have 
mduded thefollowing: 

• Population growth 
The disproportionate incre;ise between the white and black 

population in South Africa consistently highlighted the 
untenability of white minority Jomination and compounded the 
umtradictions which flowed from it. One of those contradictions 
became acute when the regime abandoned partition as a 
constitutional model, in other words consolidating a state 
:; tructure geared for white minority domination but dependent 
on a black majority to administer it. This contradiction is in turn 
compounded by a state expenditure programme which blatantly 
rt.•qpcts its racially discriminating nalure and which flows from 
the demographic differences between white and black. 

• Urbanisation 
The accelerating flow of black people to the cities undercut 

lhe regime's policy on land use and the provision of social 
services such as housing, education, health and pensions. 
Squatting became one of the most massive and largely 
uninlended acts of civil disobedience and passive resistance in 
3oulh Africa. The regime's intolerant response to it became one 
of the most importilnt contributing factors to external pressure 
,itld isolation and to domestic revolt and mobilisation. 

• Unintended consequences of separate development 
!?mat desertification and poverty stimulated urban drift. 

Bantu Education compounded the shortnge of skilled labour in 
the economy and the revolt of black youth. Influx control broke 
up family life nnd aggravated crime and normlessncss in the 
cities. The multiplication of socinl services and burenucracies 
put ;in enormous drain on the fiscus without relieving the 
central problem in any way. 

• The demands of the economy 
Increasingly it bernme apparent that the South African 

economy niuld not carry the costs demanded by the ideology of 
ilparthcid/scparale dcvdop11ll'11I. llecaw;l' of this, polilknl goals 
like i1011wlaml consolidation, job l'l'scrvnlion, Sl'pnralc amenitks 
.1nd the temporary status of blacks i11 urban areas were 
abandoned. 111 addition, the imperatives of economic growth 
demanded the circumvention and undermining of political 
b<Jals set by the regime. 

By now the point I am making should be obvious. No doubt 
.nany other such pressures can be identified, but however many 
they are, and however important they are relative to each other 
and to the problem of transition, they provide the domestic 
backdrop against which the planned forces for change 
responded t~, them and to each other. It is in this current 
internction between the pl.inned forces for and ngai11st 
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domination that the process of transition is being shaped. 

PLANNED INTERNAL PRESSURES 
eThe regime 
I have already referred to the internal dynamics of lhe NP and 

its impact on the leadership. Essentially what De Klerk did with 
his speech of 2 February 1990 wns to destroy the conventional 
political base of the NP and split the white community between 
those in favour of transition and those against it - the 
"softliners" and "hardliners", if you will. Those in favour of 
transition are more diffuse, less organised and at this stage even 
less committed than those against. Their Jack of conviction and 
commitment are very largely dependent on the coherence of the 
response of the African National Congress (ANC), Pan 
Africanist Congress (PAC) and other opposition groups. 
eTh~ion 
Then• is 110 do11ht lh;1t, as pla1111l'd fon-ps for change, those 

i11volv1.•d in "lhP sll'llggl1•" against whit•· do111i11,1lio11 fro111 ,Is far 
back as 191() had, and arc still hnvi11g, the most profound impact 
on the current transition. The resistance to domination revealed 
itself on many levels and in many different strategies and tactics 
but.by_ the end of the 1980s the politics of domination opposed 
by the politics of liberation were epitomised by the juxtaposition 
of the regime with the ANC. This does not deny the relevance of 
other organisations in the struggle aginst dominntion, but as far 
as De Klerk wns concerned, the rel;ilionship particularly 
between the regime nnd the ANC had lo be "normalised" before 
serious transition could cum111e11<.-e. 

This was perhaps the most imporlnnt unintended legacy of 
the 13otha decade. Not despite his efforts, but precisely becnuse 
of them, I3otha put the ANC squarely on the map as an agent for 
transition. Botha and Defence Minisler Magnus Malan gave "the 
struggle" international prominence and domestic populnrity -
both welcome rewards for the efforts of those engaged in it. 

But there is no doubt that De Klerk's commitment to 
transition c.iught the opponents of the regime by surprise. If 
they regarded tl1e outcome of their struggle as reflected in De 
Klerk's ctm1mitmenl to lra11sitio11 as inevitable, then they arc 1111 
doubt the most illustrious victims of their own surces~. They 
simply were nut prepared for the speed of De Klerk'~ shift lo 
transition, despite the fact that the Harare Declaration was in 
place as a formula for normalising domestic politics. Until 2 
February 1990, the conventional parndigm of change prevalent -
at least in the ANC - was one of re\'olutionnry transition and 
seizure of power, not one of negotia!ed transition . 

One of the major challenges facing both the regiml' and the 
ANC is to slop Lrnfficking ncross rnnlradictnry parntligms: for 
the regime, between consoliJating white minority domination 
and negotiating it away; for the /\NC, between bringing 
minority domination down through revolutionary colbpse ;111d 
negotinting it awny. 

Both have to come to terms with the foct 
that the slate is not going to collapse or 
be partitioned away, and that it will 

have to be transformed through negotiation as the major process 
of transition. So far this unclerst;inding has not become evident 
a11J the lra11silio11 plrnse is slill lm·ked into pt,silion bnrg;1illi11g 
and posturi111~- This in turn incre,lSl'S while anxiety and black 
cxpcclnlion and feeds the volatile political climate of the prl.'senl 
- particularly on the while right. 

• The white right 
'Il~e white right, riddled with ideological and political 

confusion an<l nurtured with while anxiety, uses every 
opportunity to exploit the uncertain relationship between the 
regime and the ANC (and similar opponents) in order to cast 
d9_ubt on and prevent transition. In a very real sense, their 
e1forts underscore for De Klerk the irreversibility of the process 
he has precipitated. However, unless this is nlso taken seriously 
by his major partt'L'rs in transition, for in~ tance lhe !\NC, the 
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while right has the potential to Jerail the process. In other 
words, De Klerk alone cannot placate white fears about the 
dnngers of transition, he needs at lenst the ANC to help him. If 
they do not, he is left twisting in the wind in the face of 
mounting white anxiety. 

• Other special interest lobbies 
The Democratic Party: It falls on the side of transition in white 

politics that De Klerk has created. By effecting this split, De 
Klerk has invaded the DP's political space and usurped its 
support base. ElectoraUy the DP cannot survive. with De Klerk 
increasingly appr'opri~ting· 1ts~p0Htic.aCi-h~·toric and Mandela 
encouranging whites to support De Klerk. The DP epitomises 
the agony of realignment that all organisations, parties and 
movements will undergo during the politics of transition. For 
them the short-term challenge is to be useful and relevant in this 
process. 

The SA Council of Churches, Black Sash, SA Institute of Race 
Relations etc: A very important role can be played in facilitating 
communicntion and trnnsfcrrinp; relinble information during 
1ra11silio11. i\lrl'ady llwn.• an• signs that lhl'Sl' orga11isalio11s ;ire 
,1djusling lo lrnnsitiun and l'l'arrnngin1~ slrnlcgies and ladies. 
l'articularly important and interesting in this regard are the 
actions of the SACC, which played a very prominent role in the 
"politics of struggle" prior to the onset of transition. 

The private sector: The political approach of "business" has 
,1lways been to keep both ears to the ground, tuck in behind 
power and economically exploit stability for as long as it 
l'ndures. When those in power commit themselves to transition 
• and the uncertainty and possible instability it entails), and 
when those to the right wish to return to an untenable past, 
business has no choice, for the sake of its own survival, but to 
betome interested in the political future. This is particularly the 
case if those to the left of those in power ostensibly support 
policies repugnant to business. 

One of the most important forces for successful transition will 
he the kind of relationship developing between the regime, the 
ANC and the private sector. Periods of political transition do not 
;iutomatically create climates conducive to investment and 
1;rowth and if these three cnnnot get their acts together, further 
"Co110111ic stagnnlion seems more tlrnn likely. There is 1w 
;1H•vilably posilivl' rt•l.1liu11ship bclWl'l'll lransilio11 nnd 
~conumic growth nnd many historical examples show that rapid 
trnnsition more often than not leads to capital flight and 
3alloping inflation. 

The interaction between these nnd other internal pressures for 
change, whether planned or not, will drive the politics of 
transition. This does not deny that external pressures have no 
role to play. On the contrary, the extent to which such external 
p ressures link up with or impinge upon the internal dynamics 
of the South African situation, can have an important bearing on 
the outcome of transition. However, if we keep in mind that we 
;ire going to have to "pull ourselves up by our own bootstraps" 
we will be better able to evaluate external pressures for 
transition. 

UNPLANNED EXTERNAL PRESSURES 

• Superpower detente 
There is no doubt that the eight years of Ronald Reagan's 

presidency in the United Stnles and the ascendnncy of Mikhail 
Corb,1d1t•v in lhe Soviet Union ~.iw a profound ch.1n1~e come 
.ibuut in inlernalionnl rclnliuns. One of the consequences of tho 
r.ipprochement between them was the changing significance of 
what they perceived to be regional conflicts. 

T hey accepted that such conflicts should 
not be allowed to become flashpoints 
between them and that as far as 

possible they should be settled politically, that is peacefully 
rather than violently. This policy shift led to a different approach 
10 conflicts in Afghanistan, the Middle East, Angola, Namibia, 
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Mozambique and South Africa. 
Antagonists in these areas could no longer play the 

superpowers off against one another in prolonging the conflict 
on their own terms. Nor did either the US or the USSR any 
longer perceive their roles in these conflicts as important for 
their respective spheres of influence. 

These shifts in regional policy had an important bearing on 
the developments in Angola, Namibia and South Africa. 

• The collapse of Eastern Europe / 
There is no doubt that De Klerk saw in the collapse of regimes 

~ Eas fern urope a strategk,Jw..J20fmri1tv to precipi!_ate 
transition on the domestic front. This much he made clear in his 
~peecb of 2 Februa_!Y: There is also no doubt that events in 
Eastern Europe had a profound ideological and strategic effect 
on the ANC and South African Communist Party This much 
was made clear by Joe Slovo in his paper "Has Socialism r/) (3 
Failed?" 

• The decline of South Africa as gold producer __,,,, 
South Africa's share in internationnl gold production lrns 

slip1;ed from <,O pl'rn•11l lo ,10 pern!III. 111 addition, co1111tril's lik(• 
Cnn,nt.la, lhe US and Auslrnlia can produee gold significantly 
cheaper per ounce than we can. This, coupled with the current 
unreliability of the gold price, underscores the necessity for the 
South African economy to mature beyond its reliance on its 
mineral base and to expand manufacturing. This in turn has a 
host of implications for broadening our skilled base and 
becoming internationally competitive. 

• Declining concern with Africa 
The lalest International Monetary Fund Report is n telling 

reflection of the non-African world's growing disenchantment 
and disillusionment with Africa as n sphere of influence and 
concern. There is n growing realisation that Africa is "on its 
own" and will have to fend for itself. Certainly, as for as the 
South African regime and particularly some African states are 
concerned, there is a strengthening of the conviction that we 
have to "pull ourselves up by our own bootstraps". 

No doubt there are other perhaps more 
important unplanned pressures that 
hnve a direct benring on transition in 

South i\frk.i . Thoiil' llll'lllionl'd hl'rl' Sl·rv1• lo 111akc tlw pllinl thal 
l\Uile apart from Lhe high profile of planned external pressures, 
there are unplanned pressures that have important unintended 
consequences for transition in South Africa. \ 

PLANNED EXTERNAL PRESSURES: 

• The war in Angola 
The South African regime engaged in a war with nrrogant 

myopic foresight and disengaged with humiliating hindsight. It 
epitomised more than anything else that which was part of the 
total strategy - the waste of lives, time, energy and resources. 
The escalating costs, the unnnticipateu resistnnce of the Cubans, 
and the increasing unpopularity of the war within South Afric.i 
speeded up its end and shifted the focus to Namibia. 

• The costs of administering Namibia: 
International and domestic pressure for the independence of 

Namibia, coupled with escalating costs to South Africa for its 
continued administration of the territory, speeded up the 
implementation of Resolution 435. The South African regime's 
role in ending while minority domin.ilion in Nnmibia vividly 
underscored lhc u11lc11abilily of ils co11linu.1tio11 rit home . 

• Sanctions . ..-/ 
The sanctions debate on South Africa is a quagmire of 

confusion, half-truths, platitudes, provocation and deception. It 
is also riddled with laudable intentions frustrated by reality. It is 
boring beyond redemption but it will endure if only because of 
its ability to generate more heat than light. At best the debate 
consists of competing ideological preferences parading as 
theories of change. All the analytical distinctions I have so 
laboriously drawn are instnntancously collapsed into a single 
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.! neralisation for, or against, the efficacy of sanctions in 
ri nging about or preventing transition. To add analytical 
1s tinctions to the debate on sanctions itself is to add insult to 
1jury to those who are unequivocally for or against. But it has 
, be done: 
- Sanctions are the punitive actions of one state in relation to a 

irget state to effect a political outcome. 
- Sanctions can be political, social, economic or cultural but 

ccd not be all of them. 
- States differ in their capacity and resources in relation to 

1rget states in bringing about sanctions. (Therefore there is no 
,·orld community with a collective consciousness "out there" 
ha t has made up its mind on sanctions.) 

- The reason for a state instituting sanctions is not necessarily 
he same as the reason a business or organisation disinvests or 
.i vests. 

- Without sanctions a society can experience massive 
11 .,investment and capital flight. 

- S,rnctions play a vastly difft•re11t role in revolutionary 
r 111sitio11 than in evolutionary lrnn:;itio11. 

- Sanctions can be turned on and off; sanctions can be turned 
111 but not off; a state can turn sanctions neither on nor off, but 
,rctend to be able to do both. 

1 
n other words, what I am saying is llrnl the 
relationship between sanctions and the 
desired political outcome is a matter of 

:mpirical analysis, not a priori pontification for or against 
.. rnctit:ns. As far as South Africa is concerned I think it is fair to 
,,,y that: 

- Sports isolation had a direct bearing on the changes in sport, 
:1 not necessarily on the desired political outcome. 

- The arms embargo certainly had an impact on the war in 
\ngola as well as domestic arms production. 

- Financial sanctions certainly affected the South African 
1.'}_:ime's fiscal and monetary policy. 

- The international climate created by the campaign for 
,:,ulation and sanctions promoted a sense of both siege and 
,ansition in the white community. 

- Some trade and economic sanctions (that is, Jisinvcstment) 
-.vl!akc11cd the economic power uf the workers in relation to the 
regime and management. 

- The most significant form of economic sanctions was not 
111stituted by any particular state but was the voluntary flight of 
··;ipital out of South Africa ll,rough loss of confidence in the 
; 11,lily and the economy. 

- Whatever the nature of sanctions, there is a significant 
difference between 13otha's and De Klerk's response to pressure, 
whether external or internal, planned or unplanned. The one 
would have deepened siege with a smile on his face; the other 
;m,tituted transition. 

- Finally, the most dangerous illusion created by the sanctions 
Jcbate is that when De Klerk and Mandela agree on the 
irreversibility of the transition process and the call for sanctions 
i:, lifted, untold millions of investment capital will be unleashed 
10 pour into South Africa. Nothing of the kind will happen. If 
the process of transition does not lead to confidence in the 
,sonomy and the future polity in South Africa, no about-turn on 
the sn11ctions debate will have ,my effect whatsoever. It is far 
:norc important to persuade investors of the viability of the 
·.ixiely that will result from transition lhan lo score debating 
points in the campaign for or against sanctions. 

One of the major negative consequences of the sanctions 
.!cbate as far as the process of transition is concerned, is that it 
-1 ivcrts a llention and energy towards external pressures for 
change ,1nd elevates them lo prime movers for domestic 
transition. This is not only false but acts as a paralysis on 
Jomestic initiatives. 

EMPHASES 

in looking at the causes uf transition and distinguishing 
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between external/internal and planned/unplanned pressures, I 
have stressed the following: 

eThere is an obvious interaction between external and 
internal pressures for transition and the exact relationship is a 
matter for analysis at a particular period. In other words, there 
arc no historical inevitabilities guaranteeing predictable 
outcomes. 

• This means that the progress and outcome of transition is 
open-ended. There is no fixed agenda. The agenda is created 
and develops as a consequence of the interaction between the 
regime and those planned forces for or against transition. 

• Precisely because the process of transition is largely a 
consequence of political choice relating to the internal dynamics 
of South African society, external factors can inhibit or promote 
the process depending on how the internal actors respond. At 
present most of the external planned pressures for change urge a 
positive outcome even if some of them pursue contradictory 
tactics in wanting to assist the process. 

• The next phase in lransition depends to ri very large extent 
on whether lhc regime and il:; polenlinl allies in lran.~ilion can 
consolidate the process in the centre, contain opposition on the 
perim'et~rs and begin to share responsibility for managing the 
process away from domination towards (what at this stage 
appears lo be) an uncertain democratic outcome. 

SOME IMPONDERABLES 

In relating dependent and independent variables, or "cause and 
effect", to the problem of transition (and 1 have made it clear 
what a risky business this is inlellectually), some imponderables 
or intervening variables must be identified which could have a 
direct bearing on the outcome of the process: 

• The security apparatus 
It is almost a conventional rule of thumb that no sudden 

change of regime is possible in a society without a significant 
defection in the security establishment. Equally, it is difficult to 
envisage a viable and negotiated transition without the role of 
the security establishment being sanitised or made acceptably 
non-partisan to the major parties in transition. 

T hus there has lo be an agreem•~nt 011 

violence as an instrument uf political 
change as well as on the acceptability of 

agents to prevent its abuse. This is obvious from the way in 
which the right wing can mobilise militantly; violence continues 
in Natal anJ uncertainty prevriils as regards the rontinuation of 
the armed struggle as a strategy for change. At prese11t this 
remains one of the most dangerously unresolved areas in the 
politics of transition. 

The responses to the conclusions of the Harmse, Hiemstra and 
Goldstone commissions of inquiry will be important indicators 
of progress in this problem area. 

• Organisational resources 
The South African regime under De Klerk had the advantage 

of foresight in initiating transition. In addition, it has formidable 
resources at its disposal in preparing for the bargaining table. 
The ANC, PAC and other organisations emerging from a 
political culture of "illegal", "exiled" liberation politics have had 
to ndjust to legal political activity, prepare to organise for 
constituency politics, outbid opponents for support, and be 
ready for participating and bnrgaining in the "normal" world of 
conventional politics. 

This is a tall order by any standards but one that will have to 
be faced if transition politics is going to progress. Radical 
outbidding and "regime impatience" could be major sources of 
discontent that could frustrate the process. 

• Private sector confidence 
If economic decline should sap business confidence and thus 

compound stagnation, the forces of polarisation could be 
strengthened and the business community could nbandon all 
interest in becoming involved in successlul transition. In this 
respect, the movement of transfernble skills and wealth would 
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pt? a cicar indicator of business abandoning transition. 

CONCLUSION 
What am I saying? Perhaps a parable can s~y it better. Two 

'youngsters in a village in India decided to test the wisdom of an 
old sage living in a cave above the village. TI1ey agreed that one 
of them would hold a live pigeon behind his back with the head 
.in one hand and the body in the other. They would then ask the 
old man whether the bird in the hnnds of the boy was alive or 

1J cad. 
If the sage said "alive", he would rip off its head and present 

hi m with a dead bird. If he said "dead", they would present him 
with the live bird. And so they put the question to the sage. 

He thought for a while and quietly said to the boy: "The 
;i nswer is in your hands." And so also is the nature of our 
transition. It is in our internal dynamics that we have the 
i:a pacity to kill it or keep it alive. Nowhere else. 
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